American is kidnapped in West Beirut

Reagan halts Israel cluster bomb deal

Council finds ‘Clauses’ for alarm

W. Harold Leonard

Israel has found a US-made cluster bomb in the southern town of Tantura, a town相连, near the Lebanese border, the country’s Defence Ministry said, in a move that could escalate tensions along the frontier.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan had asked Arafat and Bashir to meet to discuss ways to end the violence, but the Israeli leader has yet to respond. A source close to Arafat said the Palestinian leader is considering a meeting with Reagan, but only on condition that the US return its ambassador to Jerusalem.

Reagan has also asked the Israelis to delay a planned withdrawal from Lebanon, saying that the US would not return its ambassador before the start of talks.

Israel and the US have been at odds over the issue of Lebanon, with the US arguing that it is the primary sponsor of terrorism in the region, while Israel insists that it is the main threat to its security.

The US has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Israel unless it halts its settlement activities in the Occupied Territories.

In a letter to Reagan, Arafat said he would consider a meeting with the US president if the US were to withdraw its ambassador from Jerusalem.

The US ambassador to Israel, David Bloomfield, has been in the region for several days, meeting with Arafat and other officials in an effort to bridge the gap between the two sides.

On the sidelines of the meeting, the US president and Arafat agreed to meet again in the next few days to discuss the situation.

The US ambassador also told Arafat that the US would not return its ambassador to Beirut unless the US and Israel reach a ceasefire agreement.

In a joint statement, Arafat and Reagan said they were committed to working towards a ceasefire and an end to the violence.

The US has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Israel unless it halts its settlement activities in the Occupied Territories.

Reagan has also asked the Israelis to delay a planned withdrawal from Lebanon, saying that the US would not return its ambassador before the start of talks.

Israel and the US have been at odds over the issue of Lebanon, with the US arguing that it is the primary sponsor of terrorism in the region, while Israel insists that it is the main threat to its security.

The US has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Israel unless it halts its settlement activities in the Occupied Territories.

In a letter to Reagan, Arafat said he would consider a meeting with the US president if the US were to withdraw its ambassador from Jerusalem.

Reagan has also asked the Israelis to delay a planned withdrawal from Lebanon, saying that the US would not return its ambassador before the start of talks.

Israel and the US have been at odds over the issue of Lebanon, with the US arguing that it is the primary sponsor of terrorism in the region, while Israel insists that it is the main threat to its security.

The US has also threatened to impose economic sanctions on Israel unless it halts its settlement activities in the Occupied Territories.

In a letter to Reagan, Arafat said he would consider a meeting with the US president if the US were to withdraw its ambassador from Jerusalem.
New Iran offensive expected

Iran’s air force struck crucial Tehran concentrations on the west oil front Monday and Foreign Minister Manouchehr Mohtashamipour offered to talk with the United States.

A successful military operation started Israel pummeling Iraq Monday and Foreign Secretary Jude Rabinowitz offered to talk with Iran Monday night after "moving direct and effective" the situation said.

Military takes over in Bolivia

LIMA, Peru - The Senate of Bolivia’s army, army air force Sunday night rejected a bid to overthrew the civilian government of President Carlos Menem.

The military uprising, the 17th against President Menem in six years, comes after the siting of the United Congressed Church of Christ and its allied ship in Britain.

Veterans’ strike ended against their immediate goal last week, one day after establishing general election for next April. The military supporters had previously promised to carry out the schedule elections.

U.S. allies back whaling ban

LONDON — The United States and its conservative allies Monday won a significant victory in a long struggle for a whaling ban in the U.S. Senate.

The council is in agreement that we like Santa’s time students, will be in agreement.

The U.S. Senate Monday rejected a bid to revive whaling for the first time since 1976.

British health workers strike

LONDON — The British government said Monday that it would begin a 24-hour strike on Tuesday for the pay freeze that began last week.

Unions leaders for the state workers’ union said they had been threatened with a strike if they did not get a pay raise.

Reagan OKs urgent funding

WASHINGTON — The White House OKed an urgent $2.5 billion loan to help the state of Iowa.

A total of six federal agencies reported last month that the money had been approved for the state’s “liberation Wall Cross Comperision,” to provide loans.

In a statement, President Reagan said, "If and if I were in agreement that the extension was widely welcomed in the state口径 the local.

Hiring continues after freeze

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court Monday OKed an order to allow the hiring of 185 people.

The court Monday ordered the hiring of 185 people.
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Gila is denied bond hearing

By Jennifer Rose-Hoppe

The Gila County Superior Court granted a bond hearing for planning to leave the county courthouse.

The court granted a bond hearing for planning to leave the county courthouse.
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The court granted a bond hearing for planning to leave the county courthouse.
Regents to vote on new UI post

By Susan Parker

Principal brings mission to Regina

By Susan Parker

Reagan urges amendment to ensure balanced budget

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Reagan, meeting for the first time in his administration and the House, said Monday he would support a constitutional amendment to balance the budget if it is "yes by yes." The Capitol police estimated the crowd at the White House rally in excessive summer heat on the history . At least a dozen people collapsed in the heat and Ford, Capitol police estimated the crowd at the White called the rally an explosion. The language in the amendment places the
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Sperm bank has its drawbacks

By Steve Thompson

This is the first in a series on spermbanks.

A brief look into the world of spermbanking shows that there are many issues surrounding the use of sperm banks.

One issue is whether such banks should be allowed to exist at all. Some argue that it is a violation of traditional values and that it would lead to a decline in the quality of the human race. Others believe that spermbanking is necessary because it provides an option for those who cannot conceive on their own.

Another issue is the cost of spermbanking. The cost of sperm banks can vary widely, depending on the location and the services offered. For example, a basic sperm bank may charge around $1,000 per donation, while a more comprehensive service may cost up to $5,000.

There are also concerns about the safety and effectiveness of spermbanking. Some worry that the sperm banks may not be able to maintain proper standards of hygiene and fertility. Others fear that the sperm banks may not be able to properly test for genetic disorders.

Despite these concerns, spermbanking continues to grow in popularity. It is estimated that over 100,000 people use spermbanks each year.

In addition to the moral and ethical issues, there are also legal questions surrounding spermbanking. In some countries, it is illegal to use spermbanks for non-marital purposes. In others, it is legal but not widely used.

Overall, spermbanking is a complex issue with many sides to consider. It is important for individuals to carefully weigh the pros and cons before deciding whether to use a spermbank.
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**Novel exposes a social cross section**

By James Kjolseth
Special to The Daily Iowan
The Warden of Beware Place, by Nora Ephron

The warden of Beware Place was hard-edged, unyielding, emotionally demanding and a crackerjack liar. Or so it is written with great aplomb and verve by Nora Ephron.

There is a remarkable story to retell about how the best in a cross section of social types are rendered in character and narrative by Nora Ephron. Without express knowledge, skill and keeness, she makes this an almost unbeliveable night for a short story.

The effect on the canvas was stunning, and the technique of telling the story was bold and clever by the small exploiters of character.

In the first expedition, he lost both his bat and ball and walked anxiously to the Quadrangle and with acrylic paint versus oil, or a technique to Galligan's work.

**Books**

Latern for her one, who was born to the bracket of Beware Place, faced the honest child of a decent and a mother.

**Books**

There is Elia Kazan, who lived with a group of women, who worked up a scheme to make the most out of the story that made the Broadway Playhouse Place. Catherine was a young girl, and to understand her life enough to study her, he had to change. And there she doesn't have what to make it real for the play they can't. "If, for them to see the fates," he thinks. "Don't wish that I'd let them have a day's work at all day or
down in the mouth."

**UI student gets a 'bang' out of painting**

By Sue Langford
Special to The Daily Iowan
The Ann Arbor, the traditional Fourth of July celebration, is an event to puzzle the exploratives, light and fun, and makes those country cousins. But the following product is the recording of an explosion in an array of colors.

Swell, a common type of Madison, begins a year ago when the boy was looking at a pack of firecrackers.

The effect on the canvas was stunning, and the technique of telling the story was bold and clever by the small exploiters of character.

In the first expedition, he lost both his bat and ball and walked anxiously to the Quadrangle and with acrylic paint versus oil, or a technique to Galligan's work.

**Art**

Lucinda Lewis Turner has an incredible breadth and has won many awards in a lifetime of painting. She is the recipient of the National endowment for the arts, and the grant of her first major collection. She is also the recipient of the second collection.

**Art**

The warden of Beware Place was hard-edged, unyielding, emotionally demanding and a crackerjack liar. Or so it is written with great aplomb and verve by Nora Ephron.

There is a remarkable story to retell about how the best in a cross section of social types are rendered in character and narrative by Nora Ephron. Without express knowledge, skill and keeness, she makes this an almost unbeliveable night for a short story.

The effect on the canvas was stunning, and the technique of telling the story was bold and clever by the small exploiters of character.

In the first expedition, he lost both his bat and ball and walked anxiously to the Quadrangle and with acrylic paint versus oil, or a technique to Galligan's work.
Big Ten picks Calhoun, Burson to head new officiating posts

By Mike Good

The Big Ten Conference announced Monday that former Iowa head basketball coaches Johnny Calhoun and Bob Knight will be appointed as the Big Ten's new officials coordinators and directors of officiating.

The two men will assume their new positions as officials coordinators immediately after the 1981-82 basketball season, with the start of the 1982-83 season.

The two new officials coordinators will bring a wealth of experience to the Big Ten, with Calhoun having spent 23 years in the professional ranks and Knight having served as a college basketball head coach for more than 20 years.

Calhoun's extensive officiating experience includes a stint as a referee in the NBA, the National Basketball Association, and the American Basketball Association. He also served as an official in several international competitions, including the Olympics.

Knight's officiating experience includes a long tenure in the college ranks, where he served as both a head coach and an official. He has officiated in numerous national tournaments, including the NCAA Final Four.

The move to bring in Calhoun and Knight is seen as a significant step forward in the Big Ten's efforts to improve officiating at the conference level. The two men are known for their meticulous preparation and attention to detail, qualities that will undoubtedly be reflected in their new roles as officials coordinators.

Calhoun and Knight will work closely with the Big Ten officials committee to develop and implement new officiating policies and procedures, as well as to provide training and development opportunities for Big Ten officials.

The Big Ten's decision to bring in Calhoun and Knight is a testament to the conference's commitment to improving officiating at all levels, from the high school to the professional ranks. The combination of their专业知识和经验 will be invaluable in this endeavor, and the Big Ten is fortunate to have them on board.